DJ REMIXKID DCARDINAL
OPEN FORMAT DJ / HOUSE DJ / RNB HIP HOP DJ / MUSIC / VIDEO CONTENT PRODUCER

BIOGRAPHY

DJ ‘Remixkid’ DCardinal, not juﬆ a DJ, not juﬆ a remix producer. His persona is one of a musical perveyor
having created event soundtracks performing digital music sets in a range venues and countries including
the United Kingdom, Greece, Croatia, Czech Republic, Oman and now United Arab Emirates, he subliminally pushes out various ﬆyles and genres ranging from dance, house music rnb hip hop and popular music
with the ability to be totally open format.

DJ Remixkid DCardinal continues his journey by ﬆripping back as many limiting conﬆraints on his open
format DJ sets as possible. The result, he is able to ‘move’ you well before the dance ﬂoor grabs your feet,
and the bassline begins to suck your body in. As his name suggeﬆs he is a new world songbird, the
D’Cardinal rule fundamentally embraces many genres of music.
Also known for his remix projects, he has concocted remixes with Eaﬆ Weﬆ, Elektra and Time Warner for
various artiﬆs including Ziggy Marley, as well as unreleased, unoﬃcial exclusive remixes. His Club DJ sets
often include exclusive mixes with the view to makeing his sets unique and uplifting for any crowd.
Remixkid likes to remind us all that musical passion, musical warmth and musical vibrancy inhabits us all in
abundance, and when on duty he will demonﬆrate the continuous honing of his craft.

CLIENT LIST

MIXCLOUD SHOWS
LISTEN TO DJ REMIXKID DCARDINAL SESSIONS
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INTERNATIONAL DJ
United Kingdom / Greece / Croatia / Oman / Czech Republic / United Arab Emirates

London, Prague, Athens, Brno, Split, Paros, Sinj, Brighton,
Muscat, Abu Dhabi, Dubai
VISIT WWW.DJDCARDINAL.UK
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